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ARTISTS AND AUTHORIS. 
- By E-enry TI. Tuckerman. 

"High- is our calling, friend! Creative Art, 

Whhether the instrument of words she usc, 

Or pencil pregnant with ethereal hues, 

Demands the service of a mind and heart, 

Though. sensitive, yet in their weakest part 

hIeroically fashioned-to infdse 

Faith in-the whispers'of the lonely muse, 

Whiile all -the world seems adverse-to depart." 

WORDSWORTIS TO HAYDON. 

N this sonnet, addressed by the 
most philosophical of Eng,lish 

w poets to the most ambitious of 
, CEnglish painters, the intimate re 

laltion between the requisites for, 
and, the fortunes and processes 
of art and literature, are signifi 

cantly hinted.' To traco this mutual in 

fluence,-cite .its evidence, and- illustrate its 

truth, may suggest both pleasing and use 

ful reflections. As the stereoscope bl.ends 
into one and makes more palpably distinct 
a double image-by contemplating the 
artist and author simultaneously, we ob 

tain a deeper insight and a more apprecia 
tive estimate of their mission; both voca 

tions attain new relief; we are better able 
to criticise and to enjoy their trophies, and 
to realize their principles and scope. Dela 

roche grouped philosophers, poets, and 

artists, in his " Ilemicycle j" thus are they 
often associated in life by harmony of en 

dowment, identical agency, fraternal cul 

ture; not only in their fame, but in their 
consciousness and their, experience do they 
occupy one sphere, and that of the highest 
social, historical, and personal interest. 

In- the church of A'ssisi, above. the tomb 
.of St. 'Fraancis, the three. vows of his order 
are represented' in fresco-Poverty, Chas 
tity, and Obedience; the allegories are the; 

saint's. marriage with' Poverty, Chastity 
seated on lher rocky'fortress- and Obedi 
ence with her curl and yoke; the inven 
tioln of Giotto's poet-counsellor, Dante, 

whom Vasari calls 'suo' a'mz'co grandissi 
mo. Ariosto and Sanazz.aro were Ra 
phael's intimate fTiends, aind Fra Bartolo-_ 
meo one of the most ardent disciples of 
Savanorola. Mlichel Angelo found conso 
lation,'as well as inspiration, in the endeared 
society of his most intellectu'al female co 
temporary-the poetess Vittoria Colonna,. 
and his letters prove a most frank intimacy 
with the biographer of the Italian painters. 

Raphael associated habitually and genially 

'With the enminent men of lctters cf his. day 
-one of the most accomplished of whom, 
his friend Cardinal 1embo, wrote his epi 
taph. IHolbein's earliest patron was Eras 

mus; he was long domestic'ated with Sir 
Thomas More, and his portraits of these 
illustrious authors are among the best of 
his works. A critic says of the latter, that 
by companionship with a philosopher the 
painter's methbod became philosophical. 
That precious likeness of Mlilton, in a black 
dress with a band, is associated with the 
limner of Cromwell, and the friend of both 

poet-and statesman-Samuel C'oopeit it 
letter in the memoirs of S- r Thomas Ii1hw 
ixence, from Cowper, inviting thbe aotiSt to 
visit him in his rural seclusion fecalls 
their car}y and pleasant intercourse -Wo 
garth and Ramsay, thc Scotch poet- wefe 
excellent friends; the former painted froim 
recollection- the oilly portrait of. Tieldin'g 

which has come down to us-; WYilkes quar 
relled with him;_ Pope stood ini fear-iof Lis 
satiric pencil; and Cary, the trdlMbtor cf 
Dante, long occupied his hou4 at Ohcs 
wick. In that famous group-of authGors 
so vividly transmitted by Boswell, Sir 
Joshua Reynolds is prominent. He sought 
Dr. Johnson's acquaintance from' the opin 
ion of his abilities derived from rcad'g 
the lifo of Savage; h c cont4ibuted totlhc 
Idler, selected the spot iirt'Lho Abbey6for 

Goldsmith's monument, and that i7aive 
bard dedicated to him "She Stoops to 
Conquer," as woll as sketched him to tho 
life in " Retaliation ;" Reynolds painted- a 
portrait of Gray from Ma8on's description 
of his appearance, and ,vroto an eloquent 
obituary of Burke; Sterne alludes to him 
in "Tristam Shandy," and Johnson enjoyed 
and eulogized his conversation: thanks to 
his artistic conscience be wculd iSot yield 
to the gruff lexicogripher's remonstrances, 
but delineated him in the most character 
istic manner, as near-sighted, and in tho 
act of reading, whereby we have as genu 

ine an idea of the physical, as Boswell has 
given us of the intellectual man. Nor was 
the scarcely less attractive literary circle 
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for which Edinburgh was renowned, in the 

days of Mackenzie, Blair, and Ferguson, 

without its representatives of art. Rae 

burn bequeathed his author-friends, of that 

time and place, with the single exception 

of Burns, as did Reynolds those of Eng 

land. Of all Walpole's friendships, the 

stanchest was that which grew out of the 

congenial tastes that bound him to Lady 

Seymour Damer, whose plastic skill ex 

cited his admiration. Sterne and Hayley 

fraternized with Romney, and, according 

to the gossip of the times, they mutually 

flattered each other, while Cowper has the 

credit of first inducing this artist to seek 

higher subjects in the study of Milton. 

IHow natural that brilliant and good-na 
tured Sheridan should have cheered and 

harmed the skilful, but simple-hearted 

Gainsborough; one of the most characteris 

tic anecdotes of the latter is, that he gravely 

exacted a promise from the playwright, 
man of the world, and orator, to be pres 

ent at his obsequies. When the plague in 

Italy drew closer the ties of congenial and 

broke up those of conventional intercourse, 

Titian and Aretino were inseparable; 

when poor Keats lay dying at Rome, it 

was Severn, an English artist, who kept 

vigil at his couch, and received his parting, 
words; when Allston met Coleiidge in the 

same city, they went to an old surburban 

palace, and talked metaphysics and the 

beautiful through the silent nights; Horne 
Tooko and Sir James 'Mackintosh paid 

tribute to Opie's memory and genius; 
Burke was Barry's most patient friend; 

Wordsworth's muse cheered the despair 
ing I-Iaydon; Hlazlitt noted Northcote's 

talk; Chantrey made Cunningham his 

confidential employ6; Foscolo dedicated 

his poem of " The Graces" to Canova, and 

consulted Fabri, who made his likeness, 
both in literary and personal affairs; Ad 

dison commemorated Kneller in verse, and 

Waller, Loly; Swift ridiculed Vanbrugh; 

Sir Henry WVotton knew Cleyn at Venice, 
and introduced him to Prince Charles; 

Evelyn made Gibbons known to the king, 

and long- cherished a bust of that artist, 

carved in wood by himself, as an offering 
to his early patron; Dante and Giotto, 

lloudon and Voltaire, Fox and Opie, Sir 
Konelm Digby and Vandyke, Mary WVol 
stonecraft and Fuseli, and MIrs. Tighe, 
Campbell, and Flaxman, are intimately 
associated in the minds of lovers of au 

tlhors and artists, cither from their nmutual 
tributes, or personal relations. In our 
own country, brief as are her annals in 

these regards, we are not without similar 
instances of this noble fraternity; Irving's 
genius is akin to Leslie's, and they were 
"friends together" abroad, Allston form 
ing the spiritual centre of the bright com 

munion; Fenimore Cooper was Green 
ough's earliest patron; Durand has exe 
cuted the best portrait of his brother-lover 
of nature, Bryant; and Femno Hoffman 
and the late Ilenry Inman were kindred 
spirits. If from the personal we turn to 
the intrinsic affinities of art and literature, 
the illustrations are still more suggestive. 
When we first gaze upon the Apollo 

Belvidere, and are magnetized by the soul 
ful animation of its expression; when we 
stand rapt in the sense and the sentiment 
of beauty in the presence of the Madonna 
del Sisto; when a captivating awe uplifts 
our consciousness beneath the dome of St. 
Peter's, or the proportions of the Panthe 
on or the Acropolis wins our minds to the 
idea of perfection; when an inspired strain 
of MIozart rouses lofty and deep emotion; 
when, in a word, the absolute power of 
genius in art comes home to our inmost 
being, we are conscious of a state of mind, 
a mood of feeling, an impulse and aspira 
tion, such as MTilton and Shakspeare, the 
ocean and childhood, mountains an-d flow 
ers. awaken; and instinctively recognize 
the unity of nature, art, and literature, in 
their most rare and exalted influence. 

Veneration and ideality respond, equally, 
to the kindred appeal. And in the more 
limited works of artist and author the pro 
cess is not less akin. Moliere observed, 
reflected upon, and finally represented 
character, on the same principle by which 

a masterly portrait is executed 

"- a painter poring o'er a face 

Divinely through all hindrance, finds the man 

Behind it, and so paints him that his face, 
The shape and color of a mind and life, 

Lives for his children, ever at its best 

And fullest."* 

It is thought that the special function of 

authors is to impartknowledge and of paint 

ers to gratify sight; but the masters in 

each vocation do both. The elements of 

each-as invention, imitation of nature, 

sentiment, characterization-are the same; 

the varieties of style, whether dramatic, 

contemplative, impassioned, humorous, 
stoic, severe, ambitious, or naive, belong 

as much to pen as pencil, to written as to 

pictured or mnoulded thought; the aim in 

each case is primarily artistic; objective and 

subjective traits, interest of treatment and 

of theme, are synonymous in writing aind iln 

painting or sculpture. There are painters, 
as well as poets, who continually repro 

duce themselves, w ho are inspired by ego 

tism as well as by observation; and in 

art, as well as in literature, "' infinite vari 

ety" and intense personality are alike ob 

vious; the conservative principle may be 

equally sacrificed in either to factitious 

and casual success; and genius, in each 

sphiere, may produce great effects with 

limited means, or overlay truth by artifi 

cial expedients. There is a mise en scene 
for the orator or novelist, as well as for 

the scenic artist, and authors are conscious 
that they are amenable to, and best defined 

by the vocabulary of art. Jane Austen 

describes her fiction as "a little bit of 

ivory, two inches wide, worked with a 

brush so fine that little effect is produced 
with much labor." 

As a vocation, the triumphs and the 

tricks of art intimately resemble those of 

authorship; there is a parallel scope in 

each for honesty and pretence, a like pos 

sibility of meretricious and genuine effects; 
the same necessity, in both spheres, of a 

return to nature, close observation, expres 
sive simplicity, after false modes and mo 

tives have alloyed purity of language and 

individuality of thought. To such a de 

gree is this the case, that we often instinct 

ively use identical terms in specifying er 

rors and success in a picture and a book, 

a statue and a poem. The brightness of 

Giorgione and the gloom of Spagnuoletto 
are impressed-the one on the rhetoric of 

Ml\acaulay, and the other on the verse of 

Young; Moore is as sensuous as Titian; 
Klopstock as devout as Overbeck; Denner 
as grossly material in detail as Swift.: 
the bizarre and the mechanical are as 

repulsive on canvas as in written style; 
and plastic art may bo as grotesque as 

intense writing; while in both, standard 
exemplars of taste are firmly established 
by the unaninmous verdict of generations. 

The power of correct expression, in thi 
full sense of the phrase, is a grand deside 
ratum in literature; it is characterization 
to the novelist, verisimilitude to the hifsto 
rian, individuality to the poet, and what 
thus eminently distinguishes the standard 
authors 6f every language, is the specific 

merit of the Roman school in painting; 
wanting this, yet apt in the nmore passive 

merits, a medium rank of writers, who 
have more grace, abstract beauty, gener 
alized skill, than positive and pre-enminent * 

Tennyson's Idyls of the King, p. 145. 
| 
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expression, like Addison, for instance, re 
semble sueh painters as Guido; while the 
concentrated sentiment of some of the more 
pathetic English dramatists affect us like 
Fra Bartolomieo's earnest creations; and 
the same feeling, in its vague manifesta 
tions, breathed from the gentler moods of 
nature, as distinguished from the wild emo 
tion of humanity, is pictorially reflected 
by Claude and his disciples. How simi 
lar the affectionate regretful memories 

which an elegy or a biography awakens 
are to those inspired by the satisfactory 
portrait of the loved and lost, so simply 
and truly uttered in Cowper's lines to his 

mother's picture! 
'J'here is a class of writers who fascinate 

and inform by virtue, not so much of the 
new ideas they communicate, or the origi 
nality of the images they employ, as 
through a certain novelty of effect-a 
startling and uncommon, yet natural man 
ner of displaying a subject-a new point 
of view, an unexpected and effective light 
in which familiar truth is exhibited; and 
this is what Remubrandt does, by a skilful 
and masterly use of colors, by his adnmi 
rable manacrement of light and shade. 

Again, there is a very different species of 
authorship, which equally charms the 

mind by the exactitude and minuteness 
with which common practical objects and 
scenes are described. It is not that we 

catch through them the impulse that 
thrills " along, the line of infinite desires," 
but that what we know is an imitation, 

aipproaches so near reality; the every-day 
domestic picture is so completely revealed 
to the imagination that it seems a visual, 

instead of a verbal representation. Car 

avaggio is almnost the only old Italian 

master that cultivated this phase of art; 
the Flemish painters, and soiime of the 

English, excel in it; and so like nature 
therein are certain limners of this kind, that 

we often, in viewing a market day in the 

cathedral square of an old city, or a rustic 

fete, pronounce it an Ostade or a Teniers. 

M utual and parallel, therefore, in the 

world's history, in the development of 
human intelligence, in the memorials of 
genius and of life, stand the trophies of art 

and of letters. The scholar turns from 
Homer and Eschylus to Phidias and Prax 

iteles, fiom epic to temple, from ode to 
statue, from elegy to frieze, in order to 
possess himself of the philosophy of Gre 
cian culture. Pliny's letters and the relics 
of Pompeii interpret each other; Cicero's 
orations give significance to the surviving 

pillars of the Roman forum; the dainty 
text of the medieval missal is inscribed be 
side the patient illuminations of some artist 
ic monk, and the massive walls of the old 
Florence palaces are the most impressive 
comment on the Divina Commedia. Moor 
ish legends have the oriental grace which 
so delicately constructed theAlhambra; and 
in the gallery of Madrid are enrolled, on 
canvas, the dark traces of the Inquisition's 
lore and the saintly chronicles which formed 
the literature of that fanatical age and 
land. When the language of Italy revived 
at the touch of her great poet, art simul 
taneously emerged into pure expression, 
and the harmonious fluency of Petrarch 
embalmed sentiment not less truly than 
the creative tact of Rafaello. The naive 
freedom of French, the honest patience of 
German, the domestic sweetness of English 
literature, are national qualities co-evident 
and co-existent in their respective schools 
of art. And this dependence and relation 

mark economy as well as culture; the 
gallery is as essential as the library, the 
family portraits as the genealogical his 
tory; the catalogues of an exhibition and 
of a bookseller exhibit a singular coinci 
dence of titles; authors, as well as artists, 
boast memorable sketch-books; and the 
hearts that swelled with admiration at the 
sight of Wilkie's " Chelsea Pensioners," 
thrilled with like emotion to the battle 
songs of Campbell. Artists excel as story 
tellers, authors in verbal picturesqueness; 
the former usually repudiate all unprofes 
sional objects in their ateliers, yet find a 
place for books; almost every one of them 

has his favorite author, and finds the best 
recreative mental stimuli therein. On the 
other hand, it is from art that authors 

draw select inspiration; "a picture on the 
wall" is inevitably in tho study; they 

usually cherish some gem of art, or are 

partial to an individual master; Alfieri 
drew impulse for his muse from the opera., 

Goethe was a virtuoso, Reynolds a literary 

critic. The books artists read, the pic 
tures authors contemplate, and the music 
both hear, incalculably modify their 
achieveements. Whosoever has enjoyed 
intimate relations with an artist, in the 

genuine sense of the term, needs no prece 
dents to establish in his mind the most 
pleasing sense of the affinity we have de 

scribed; if with a landscape-painter, every 
walk in the woods, by the river side, or 
through the streets of venerable cities, will 
have left nmemories of by-w%ay comment 

which would furnish the most desirable 

materiel for romancer or annalist; if with 
a portrait-painter, worthy of the name, their 
communion must have elicited studies of 
character by which La Bruyere or Scott 

might have profited; for the speculations 
oI Lavater chiefly reveal how suggestive 
is physiognomy and natural language to the 
critic and annalist of human nature and life; 
a curious proof of which may be found in 
the new light which superior artists inva 
riably throw upon the character of their 
illustrious subjects-not only by placing 
in relief their peculiar traits of aspect and 
expression, but through the contenmplation 
of them, arriving at the talent, disposi 
tion, and ability. Stuart's personal im 
pressions of Washington were more sig 
nificant than those of many of his cotem 
poraries much more familiar with him, 
and are confirmed by tho testimony of 
Robertson and Sharpless. Notwithstanding 
the abundant " recollections of Byron" 
that have appeared, our most definite esti 

mate of him, as a man, was derived from 

the conversation of an Amnerican artist to 
whom he sat for his portrait. 

Sometimes this professional sympathy 
takes a specific executive form, and so 

aptly does the artist illustrate the author, 
that the intimate relation of their minds is 

practically demonstrated. The spiritual 
pencil of Ary Scheffer, and the wild im 
agination of Fuseli, found in the poem of 
the1 "Grim Tuscan" the most effective sub 

jects, as did Flaxman in Homer, Retsch 
and Allston in Shakspeare. Modern en 
graving has proved the memorable expos 
itor of standard literature. The salient 
phase of the English school of painting is 
the felicitous reproduction of favorite 
scenes and characters in popular books; 

the late C. R. Leslie excelled therein, as 

his " Slender and Ann Page," " Sterne at 

the Glove Shop," ''Belinda," and other 

pictures, so charmingly evidence; Cer 
vantes and Moliere, Smollet and Sterne, 

Fielding and Scott, furnished him with im 

aginative subjects that were, with inimi- 4 

table skill, transferred to canvas. That 
medium ground-the salubrious table-land 
where sentiment and humor lend grace 

and vivacity to life, and the heart, weary 

with the tragic and impassioned, or dis 

gusted with the vulgar and commonplace, 

finds such exquisite refreshment-is the 
native element of this genial class of artists, 

as it is of the authors they illustrate; 

Newton's Don Quixote and Gil Blas are 

notable instances. The sense of the comic 
and characteristic in animals, which Irving 
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manifests in describing a dog or a barn 

yard fowl, is the same artistic instinct 

which animates the genius of Landseer. 

When this endeared author -was attached 

to the American Legation at London, he 

apologized for being late at dinner one 

day, by describing a set of dancing dogs 

he had lingered in the street to observe; 

the contrast of expression in the physiog 

nomy and action of those canine perform 

ers-ranging from tho pathetic to the non 

chalant, and fromn the solemn to the pert, 
was pictured with such dramatic truth, 

that the next morning, when a guest ral 

lied the ambassador's lady for yawning 

over her coffee, she replied: "It's all Ir 

ving's fault; twice I was awa1kened from 

sleep by my husband's laughter, and all 

he murnmured in explanation of his amu 

sing drealns, was-' Those dogs! those 
dogs!'"' So have all lingered and sm-iled 

before the funny terriers, grandly com 

placent Newfoundlanders, or officially dig 

nified hounds of Landseer. Perhaps the 

most grand instance in the history of art 

of the practical development of the affinity 
in question is to be found among the " old 

nasters," as they are called, of the fif 

teenth century. The ingenuous simplicity 

of the Evangelists is more convincing to 

many of the truith of the Gospels than any 

theological argument or inference; they 

recognize in the child-like candor of these 

narratives the inspiration of faith and the 

evidenco of fact, and deem the great de 

sideratum for the acceptance of truth thus 

imparted-" to become as little children," 
and so receptivo of a divino life. Now 

this is precisely what the great religious 
painters felt and did; and it is by virtue 

of their belief in and love of the Record 

that they so effectively represented the 

scenes and characters of the Gospels. 
That brief and simple narrative of the 

birth of Christ, the flight into Egypt, time 

preaching in the Temple, tho miraicles, the 

triumphant entrance into Jerusalem, the 

v Last Supper, the crucifixion, cntombment, 

and ascension, was a perpetual inspiration, 
not only because there seems typified and 

synmbolized a national and personal faith, 

but because they wero recorded with the 

naturalness of unconscious art, and awoke 

in the painter, to a greater or less degree, 
the genuine sentiment of each event which 

controlled the honest, reverent pons of the 

E'Jvangelists. 

When we become thoroughly familiar 

ized with the idiosynorasies of an author 

through his writings, howr easily can wec 

understand his peculiar taste in art! That 

Johnson should only appreciate portrait 

painting, that Lamb should love and ex 

pound Hoogarth, that Beckford should lux 

uriate in Venetian tints, that Shelley should 

prefer sculpture to painting, and Ilazlitt 
expatiate, through a whole essay, on a 

portrait by Vandyke, are quite as charac 

teristic as their respective styles of writing 

and scope of sympathy. It was for its 

memorials of past greatness and high line 

age that Scott valued art; Pope's taste 

therein was as artificial and clegant as his 

verse and his grotto; Goethe's as esthetical 
as his philosophy of life; while Byron 

found in the Venus and Dying Gladiator 

images of beauty and of struggle whereon 

to wreak the intensity of his own con 

sciousness of both. 
One great test of genius is its power to 

create a mood, to induce an absorbing 

train of thought or prevalence of senti 

ment, whereby consciousness is lost in " an 

idea dearer than self;" and the great 

evidence of the identical nature of the 

spell in art and literature is that an analo 

gous state of mind or species of emotion 

is inlduced when the inspiration of each 

coincides. The chastc, pure, severe forms 

of classic sculpture affect the susceptible 
mind like the terse, colorless style of Al 

fieri-both are strong in outline, in the 

anatomy rather than the hues of passion; 
and that luxurious impression of animal 

enjoyment-robust, ample, glowing, but 

unrefined-which nmakes Fielding overflow 

with humanity, seems to teem in the warm 

and mlassive flesh tints of Rubens. The sen 

sation derived from an English landscape 
is akin to that we experience in reading 

Thomson's Seasons; and the contemplative, 

mellow repose borne from long vistas of 

golden light, softened by evening shadows, 
in Claude, partakes of the sanme dreamy 

oestasy caught in sympathetic moods fromn 

Tennyson, Keats, or AVordsworth. The 

vague, superstitious charm of legendary 
lore finds its counterpart in someo of those 

dark "forest scenes with banditti," All 

ston so loved in his youth; and the saintly 
and martyr chronicles of Spain, lower from 

the shadowvy canvas of her somb)re lim 

ners; the fetes of the early French school, 

and the Magdalens of the Italian, are vo 

cal in the songs of the one nation and the 

lyric drama of the other. When we look 

thoughtfully at a picture by Albert Durer, 

and take in its primitive sentiment, so un 

elaborate and stif, yet nobly sincere, do 

we not feel as if listening to an old and 

quaintly simple, but most humane ballad? 

Delaroche's Napoleon depicts what the 

odes of Manzoni and Byron utter; lichel 

Angelo's Last Judgment is Dantesque, so 

are his Day and Night, while the figure 

of Lorenzo, in the Medici chapel, affects us 

like the soliloquies of Hamlet. The light 

and shade, so mysteriously evolved by 

Joanna Baillie, Mrs. Radcliffe, and De 

Quincey, appealing to wonder, pity, or as 

piration; and tho same chiaro 'scuro, as 

created by the magical instinct of Dante 

and Shakspeare, take captive the imagina 

tion, as do the effects of Rembrandt, Sal 

vator, and Spagnuoletto. Vandyke, Titian, 

Reynolds, and Sir Thomas Lawrence, have 

their rivals in portraiture, distinct, bril 

liant, characteristic, or elegant, among the 

masters of critical and historical biography, 

Schiller, Lamartine, Macaulay, Carlyle, 

and other favorite delineators, whose gal 

lery of written " ounterfeit presentments' 

haunt the memory. Frere is idylic; M iu 

lat a rustic bard on canvas. Scheffer so 

sympathized with the heroine of Faust, 

that he has left several distinct illustra 

tions of her story, while his Francesca di 

Rimini and his portrait of Lammenais are 

instinct with the spirituality of a religious 

humanity, such ns Fenelon and Channming 

exhibit in their writings. One of the 

Paris art-critics justly calls Rosa Bon 

heur's works a hlymn to Labor. 
The historical novelist, having fixed 

upon the scene and personages of his story, 

investigates the architecture and costume 

of the epoch, groups, with more or less 

prominence, the characters, chooses spe 

cial actions to elaborate, and certain imci 

dents to use as accessories; his work has 

a foreground, a middle space, and a per 

spective; hero he is minute in the details, 

and there puts forth all his ability upon 

general effects, and having thus composed, 

he proceeds to tone and harmonize the 

whole, and give atmosphere and nicety, 

while expression is centred upon a hero. 

Precisely in this way does the painter 

develop a comprehensive theme. There 

are poets who are such, chiefly through 

their sympathetic observation of nature, 

and these are paralleled by adepts in land. 

scape painting; pictures, like poems, have 

a key-note, and l'allegro and il penseroso 

are involved in forms and color, as well as 

verse. There are artists, as well as au 

thors, whose faculty is mainly dranmatic; 
in both, sentiment may be excessive, or 

ambition f' o'erleap itself;" Guarini is as 

pastoral as Poussin or Cuyp, Guercino as 
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pathetic as Burns, Moreland as rustic as 

Shenstone, Delaroche as tragic as Webster, 
Frere as human as Hood, Watteau as 

sparkling as Pope, Velasquez as individual 
as Plutarch. Niobe's aspect of desolate 

maternity embodies wvhat Constance utters; 
there is something analogous in the skilful 
energy of Ben Jonson and that of Stuart's 
pencil; Lope de Vega dashed off plays as 

Vernet does battle-scenes; Leutze's pic 
tures are possessed with action as are 

Cooper's novels; Dickens has a strong in 

fusion of Hogarth's aptitude for the de 
lineation of London life, lIumboldt's sci 
entific and St. Pierre's sentimental descrip 
tions of nature are mirrored by two as 
characteristic schools of landscape paint 
ing; and there is a certain feeling in Du 

rand's pictures which assimilates with 
Bryant's muse. The vague imagery of Os 

sian, the exuberant zest of Christopher 
North, the fastidiousness of Gray, have 

their exact similitudes in art; Metastasio 
and Carlo Dolce are kindred spirits; Hay 
don's magnificent failures find their coun 
terpart in the epics of Joel Barlow, Rob 
ert AMontgomery, and Lucien Bonaparte; 
Falconer is a marine painter in verse; 
Correggio's MIagdalen is as pensively melo 
dious to the eye as a penitential hymn; alnd 

MKilton's Paradise has passages of sublime 

expression which chasten and exalt the 
mind in the same degree and manner as a 

Gothic cathedral, or an anthem by Handel. 
The humor characteristic of the English is 
current in Punch illustrations, as the esprit 
of the French is photographed in Chariva 
ri; " John Gilpin" is but a series of comic 

situations, as "Pilgrim's Progress" is of 

spiritual tableauxs De Foe's household 
and national romance is daguerreotyped 
in every urchin's memory. When Tenny 
son tells us of the loose nails that " hold. 

the peach to the garden wall," of the fly 

on the pane, and other monotonous items 

of the " Moated Grange," when he speaks 

of the wave's mist "torn from its fringe 
of spray," of Godiva unrobing, as she 

"showers the golden ringlets to her knee" 
and "unclasps the wedded eagles of her 

belt," he pictures a fact; so does Byron 

when he calls the Rhone's current "ar 

rowy," and alludes to "battle's magnifi 
cently stern array," and the cold flowers 

the dead Medora's " colder hand contained. 

Compare his description of the Dying 
Gladiator with Dr. Bell's anatomical in 

terpretation, and with the statue itself, and 

we have a beautiful example of how akin 

may be the office of poet and sculptor, 

and of how both are vindicated bv- science. 

It is as artistic an expression in Tasso, 
when he describes a freshet of the Po in a 

line-"'pare che porta guerra e non tr ibute 
al mare," as in Beethoven when he em 
bodies in a symphony the sounds of even 
ing in the country, which are celebrated 
as trulv in the verse of Collins, Words 

worth, and Gray; while thc sentiment 
thereof is as palpably conserved in the 
twilight hues of Ruysdael or Constable, 
and the dreamiiy somnolence of Michel 

Angelo's sculptured "N N ight," or the un 
rivalled chiaro 'sc uro of Corregg-io's famous 
picture of the samie name. Thus, hand in 
hand or side by side, through the ages, 
does genius, in every sphere, interpret 
nature ! XVe can sometimes follow a 

heroine of history, like Mary Stuart 
endeared through "beauty and anguish" 
from the quaint or partisan chronicle 
which first depicts the facts of her life 
to the vivid romance or pathetic elegy 
thence to the fair lineaments drawn by 
the painter-the judicial estimate of the 
retrospective historian-the sympathetic 
representation of the lyrical drama, until 
each and all these vestiges and testimonies 
of the lovely and martyred queen are fused 
into emotional and artistic life in the tra 

gedies of Aifieri and Schiller. James, the 

prolific novelist, justifies his much-ridi 
culed device of the " two solitary horse 

men," by WVoverman's habit of introducing 
a white steed in nearly all his landscapes. 
I-Iow vividly in the mind's eye dwelt the 
interview between Uncle Toby and the 

widow before Thorn put it in clay; and 

what complete pictures have we carried 
from the Vicar of Wakefield to recognise 
when Goldsmith's scenes were adequately 
illustrated. Is there not a striking veri 
similitude between the vague, because 
purely external, interest of the Arabian 
Nights and the lightness of oriental archi 
tecture? Following the star of empire 

westward with Berkeley, do w e not find 
that as eivilization becomes psychological 
character deepens in art and literature 

as well as life ? Language is said to lose 

in simple power, in its nearness to the 

fact of consciousness, with the refinements 

of culture; and a comparison of Perugino 

with Delaroche, or Cimabue with Caracci, 
Froissart with Macaulay, or Chaucer with 
Tennyson, suggests the same thing,-fine 
issues, more complex relations, a " think 

ing too precisely"-in history and song, 
whereby what is gained in recondite in 

tuition, and delicate analogies of languago 

and limning, is lost in robust, direct, em 
phatic, ingenuous nature; hence the going 
back to primal expression, in reformers 
of writing and painting. 

John Keats has made a word-painting 
of a stained glass window, Coleridge of a 
calm at sca, Shelley of a cloud, and IIood 
of a seamstress, which, altlhough hunmg in 
no royal gallery, beam distinctly in the 
chambers of memory. Bryants v-erbal 
delineation of a forest and a waterfowl 
are as precious as any on the canvas of 

Cole or in the portfolio of Audubon; Collins 
has outlined the Passions in language as 
dramatically effective, and Joanna Baillie 
eliminated their tone and atmosphere as 
sensibly as the cleverest Dusseldorf paint 
ers; Tennyson has sketched a mill with a 
graphic felicity that emulates Constable's 
magnetic pencil; and these instances might 
be indefinitely multiplied to show how the 
use of language is a fine art, and what is 

technically so called is dependent on laws of 
expression analogous to those w%hich gov 
ern literary composition. To the average 

mind, if not to the highly cultivated, the 
philosophy of criticism as applied to books 
is far more intelligible than when pictures, 
edifices, or statues, are discussed; and, 
therefore, to realize how akin are letters 
and art in their principles of development 
and conditions of excellence, will make tho 
latter less of a mystery and the former 

more amenable to artistic standards. 
Even those more subtile methods which 

seem so peculiar to poetic are discoverable 
in pictorial and plastic art. It is, fbr in 

stance, characteristic of the masters of 
song to hint to the imagination what 

full utterance would but imperfectly con 
vey. In Dante and Shakspeare, espe 
cially, this intuition of genius is mem 

orably conspicuous; the same principle is 
not less active in art. Indeed, both the 

highest literature and the best sculpture 
and painting demand, as their first condi 
tion, wise limitations-an instinctive sense 
of how much to express in detail and how 

much to suggest by an image, a phrase, or 

even a word, a line, a shadow, an arrange 

ment or single object wisely introduced or 

modified. In the last analysis, perhaps, 
this perception, or rather inspiration, is 

what mainly distinguishes genius from 

talent. Nor are the more evident revela 

tions of character in artists and authors 

less analogous; the natural qualities, the 

blood of the man, is as evident in the style 

of writing as the manner of drawing and 

coloring; and the gentleman's instinct 
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comes out in a portrait or design as well 

.s in a book or a paragraph. Could such 
a bust of Schiller, as was executed by 

Dannecker, have been mnade by a mechani 
cal artist, uninspired by admiration for, 
and sympathy with the author? WVhen 
a sojourner in Florence has learned to en 

joy the energetic terseness of Alfieri, in 
stinct with a reliant and baffled, but deep 
and lofty patriotism-when he has grown 
familiar witlh the man through his candid 
autobiography-the desire is awakened to 
look upon his portrait; and this becomes 

more carnest when he learns that it was 

painted by Francesco Fabri, tho friend of 
Foscolo, and the Countess of Albany and 
of her illustriouA lover, to whom she be 

queathed the custody of his mianuscripts. 

Thus assured of the authenticity of the 
portrait, and associating artist and author, 
we gaze upon the pale, intellectual features, 
the noble air, the expression of controlled 
sensibility, with singular interest and sat 
isfaction, which are immeasurably enhanced 

when the custode turns the picture round 
and shows us, affixed to the back, Alfieri's 
autograph sonnet, describing so concisely 
and truly his own aspect and character; 

we then feel anew that the pen and the 

pencil work aptly together, and that their 
best votaries are congenial. 

Are not Mfilton's Eve, Dante's Beatrice, 
Spenser's Una, the ideal women-Pope's 
Belinda the typo of conventional brilliancy 
-or Goethe's Margaret and Mignon-as 
genuine, distinct, and well-remembered ar 
tistic representations, as the Niobe, the Ma 
donna del Sisto, Leonardo's Giosconde, Ra 
phael's St. Cecilia, Domenicheno's Sybil, or 

MIichel Angelo's Fates ? And what of that 

marvellous Shaksperian gallery, wherein 
such famniliar, yet sublime, exquisite, or 
naive word-portraits and scenery forever 
allure and impress the soul ? Has memory, 

however furnished with art's peculiar 
trophies, any images so clear and real, so 

impressive and personal, as the peerless 
fairies, the fantastic witches, the forest 
landscape of "As You Like It," the en 

chanted isle of the "Tempest," the sleep 
ing-walking scene in " Macbeth,"' the 
" Seven Ages," fair Juliet in the balcony, 

noble Portia before the tribunal, Othello 
relating his adventures, Mcrcutio's tab 
leau of Queen Mlab's dream-work, HIamlet 
in soliloquy, the statuesque I-lermione, the 
sleeping Imogen, the dead Cleopatra, and 
Cordelia, Lear in the storm, Ophelia's 
watery grave and its accessories, Dame 
Quickly gossiping, Falstaff boasting, Cali 

ban cursing, Ariel spriting, spirituclle 
Rosalind, chaste Isabella, vindictive Shy 
loclk, and so many other immortal crea 

tions, not to speak of the countless inci 

dental touches, metaphors, expressions, 
wherein miracles of art are suggested, or 

its best significance illustrated? Hlow 
often does Shakspeare prove that there is 

a color in words more emphatic, delicate, 

and versatile, than pigments yield, and a 

form in sentences as palpable and expres 

sive as sculpture; so that we instinctively 
adopt the language of the imaginary spec 

tators, now exclaiming 

"0, wvhat a deal of scorn looks beautiful 

In the contempt and anger of her lips 

And now, 

"She looks like sleep, 
As she would snare another Antony 
In her strong tact of grace!" 

And yet again: 

"IHer natural posture! 
Chide me, dear stone; that I may say, indeed, 
Thou art Hermione; or rather thou art she 
In thy not chiding; for slhe was as tender 

As infancy and grace." 

The very use, as a device, of art in 

Skakspeare, is professionally as apt in 
this instance of the Winter's Tale, in the 
description of I-lamlet's madness, as pic 
tured by Ophelia, when 

- with his other hand thus o'er his brow, 
He falls to such perusal of her face 
As he would draw it ;" 

and in the comparison of the two portraits 
of his father and uncle. 

Nor is it merely in the result that art 

and authorship coincide; every grade of 
the process assimilates. There are paint 
ers whose imagination and fantasy so 
exceed their power of expression, that but 
a shadowy though often fascinating prod 
uct is achieved, and their works become 
endless subjects of discussion, according as 
the observer is technical or ideal; such is 
the case with the more incongruous ex 
periments of Turner and the ambitious 
efforts of Martin; and Shelley's poetry 
often provokes the same criticism; on the 
other hand, there are artists who have 

completely mastered the requirements of 
drawing without corresponding range in 
color or invention; how do the verses of 

Pope and his school-correct, definite, apt, 
but comparatively unsuggestive-indicate 
the same limited power. The controversv 
between the votaries of the classic and 
romantic belongs to painters as well as 
authors; David is the Racine of Gallic 

art; and there are pre-Raphaelite writers 
as well as transcendental painters, poets who 
excel in genre, and artists who, with lyric fa 
cility, ill succeed in epic creations. XYest 
failed in grandeur of expression and was 
superior in composition, just as Petrarch 

was peerless in a sonnet but hoped in vain for 

inmmortality from the elaborate poem of 
" Africa." It is, after all, by their pictures 

through which the poets are chiefly 
known; what is Spenser's long allegory, 
or Thomson's " Castle of Indolence," or 
Goldsmith's " Traveller," or Cowper's 
"Task,, but a series of word-paintings 

memorable for exquisite invention or sym 
pathetic atmosphere, domestic scenes or 
truthful delineation ? Crtabbe has por 

trayed the rude people and objects of the 
coast of England as truly as Stanfield; 
Byron's description of a thunder-storm 
among the Alps, of lakes and the ocean, 

of mountains and of ruins, gives us, the sen 

sation and the sentiment which each ex 

cites, as vividly as Salvator or Auchenbach. 

Burns drew as genuine a picture of Scot 

tish life in the " Cotter's Saturday Night" 

as ever came from the peneil of WVilkic 

hoW palpable to the mind's eye is the 

bridal procession in Hunt's "Story of 
Rinmini ;" Tennyson has made a score cf 

female ideal portraits as luminous, pensive, 
or tender, as the Rosalie and Beatrice of 
Allston, and Sir Joshua remarked the 
dialogue between Banquo and Malcolm as 
they draw near MIacbeth's castle and 
speak of its " martlets" and " coin of van 

tage," as a striking instance of what in 
painting is termed repose There is a 
bravuta, a formal, a bold, a perverse, a 
cold, a glowing, a complex, a simple, 
a conventional, and an individual style 
in pictorial as in verbal art. Car 
lyle's "French Revolution" is dramatical 
ly picturesque, Burke's rhetoric ornate, 
Dante's verse an alto r elievo; MIilton's 
has aerial perspective; Gray's has been 
compared to exquisite mosaic; Gibbon's 
style is eminently panoramic, Addison's 
neatly outlined. Many artists have been 
authors; Michel Angelo's poetical talents 
have but recently won the approbation 
they deserve; Leonardo da Vinci wrote 
able scientific treatises and good verses; 
Reynolds and IHogarth expounded the 
philosophy of art with the pen as w ell as 
illustrated it with tbe pencil, Eastlake 

and Leslie made valuable contributions to 
its literature; HIazlitt and Irving proposed 
to themselves the career of painters until 
experience proved their executive power 
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was chiefly in authorship; and of our own 
artists who wrote with signal felicity may 
be named Allston, Greenough, and Cole. 
D'Azeglio-the successor of Manzoni as 
an historical Italian novelist, is one of the 
best living painters of his country. Thack 
eray caricatured people with the pencil 
long before he did so in print. This affin 
ity has gained new significance through 

modern criticism - that of art being 
founded on the now established idea that 
it is essentially a lanoruage, and that of 
literature constantly availing itself of 
artistic terms, as best fitted to convey 
distinct opinions. Thus the moment we 
consider a picture as ehiefly designed to 
express something instead of being a piece 
of clever imitation of reality, we instinct 
ively apply to it the same principles of 
judgnment used in illustrating the meaning 
and merit of a poem or a narrative; w hile 
the words picturesque, graphic, fore 
ground, harmony, chliaro scuro, relief; 
perspective, outline, and color, are in requi 
sition when we analyze a written composi 
tion. IIistory is panoramic-biography, 

portraiture; a poem has light and shade, 
landscapes and groups, tone, symmetry' 
aerial depths, contour and equalized tints; 
while its rhythm corresponds to the im 
pression made by a successful blending of 
hues; a prose romance is constructed on 
identical principles with an historical 
painting the material only being diverse; 
and there is a remarkable resemblance in 
the effect produced by each on a sympa 
thetic mind. What Froissart and Napier 
delineate in words Vernet and Salvator 
picture on canvas; what the Greek writers 
described the sculptors modelled; there is 
a positive architectural element in Mlilton, 
and a statuesque in Dante; a cathedral 
and an oratorio excite the imagination 
through the senses as an epic does through 
the mind; a medieval castle like a tale of 
chivalry; and the sensuous grace of Boc 
caccio is reflected from Titian. So uni 
versal is tho recognition of this mutual 
language of literature and art that we 
habitually designate a favorite author's 
.,f yle by a familiar artist's nianner; we 

find a like character, or tone, or effect, in 
their respective works, and feel that if 
their mediums of expression were changed 
they would breathe the same sentiment 
from pencil or pen. Thus Dante and 
-Michel Angelo are congenial spirits; so are 

Petrarch and Raplhael, Murillo and Gold 
smith, St. Bernard and Fra Angelica, 
Gainsborough and Bloomfield, Salvator 

and Byron; Crabbe deals in homely mini 
ature precisely like some of the Dutch 
painters; Keats and Tennyson are exquis 
itely suggestive in sentiment after the 

manner of the best religious and genre. 
painters; " Walton's Lives" have the 
quaint tone of mellow cabinot portraits; 
the profligate drama of Charles the Sec 
ond's reign is a pendant to the beauties of 
his court, as portrayed by Lely. 

The two vocations are liable to simuilar 
vicissitudes of fortune. The portrait 
painter is as subject to the caprices of 
fashion as the novelist. Originality in 
limning as in writing must often create the 
taste to which it ministers; legitimate 
renowrn is as often postponed and posthu 

mous in art as in authorship; the votary 
of each arrives at the goal of success 

through repeated experiments and by 
exemplary patience; both have to go 
through an ordeal of private discipline 
and public criticism; and mutual tributes 
signalize their respective triumphs. Hun 
dreds of American readers lknew not what 
an authentic picture of New England prim 
itive life had been written by a clergyman 
in an eastern town, until Darley's " Illus 
trations of Margaret" drew their earnest 
at'ention to the book which had suggested 
such individual figures. Tennyson's "Pal 
ace of Art," and Du Fresney's poem on 

"Painting" are familiar examples of the 
manner in which authors feel the charms 
of art. IIow wvell has Crabbe been de 

scribed, in a single line, as "N Nature's 
sternest painter, yet her best j" and those 
genial sketches which the appreciative 
muse of Rogers garnered in Italy found 
an adequate burin to unfold them to the 

eye. Balzac and our own hIawthorne 
have interspersed their psychological 
creations with still-life which emulates in 
precision and completeness the chef d'aeuvres 
of the Flemish school. One of the most 

direct evidences of the manner in which 
artists have excited thinkers is to 1e found 

in art criticism. Forsyth and Winkleman, 
Schegel and Goethe, Reynolds and East 
lake, Beckford, IIazlitt, Scheflfer, and Mrs. 
Jamieson, French journalists, Allston, Les 

lie, and Ruskin, have descanted on the tro 

phies of architect, sculptor, and painter, 
with a relish, learning, insight, and elo 

quence, that attest how near and dear is the 

subject to the hearts of scholars and the 

sympathies of those who love the beautiful; 

the technical rules, the comparative signifi 

cance, the oesthetic value, the historical as 

sociations of the Fine Arts and their eminent 

disciples, havc been so writte'n of as to form 

a peculiar and invaluable department of 
literature. Whether we agree with the 
opinions of these and other art critics or 
not, we must acknowledge that they have 
made Art a precious and a most instruct 
ive element of civilization in the view of 
thoughtful readers. A Nineveh lion, a 
grand edifice, a genuine landscape, a re 
flection of characteristic life or a masterly 
portrait, thus analyzed, prove of wide and 
deep intorest;- leading us intelligently 
through the labyrinth of the past, teaching 
us to enjoy and to understand the sights 
and sounds of the present, and making 

nature and character overflow with phases 
of beauty or meaning otherwise unrecog 
nized. However intentively we have read 
of the abdication and cloistral life of the 
Emperor, or of the polity and fate of tho 
King Charles, what they were comes not 
home to our imagination until we ponder 
their effigies by Vandyke and Velasquiez. 
Such familiar historical tableaux as the 
"Last Night of the Girondists," or tho 
"Embarkation of the Pilgrims," when 
painted, suggest what the best records 
thereof do not contain; and our own tra 
ditional conceptions of Iloly Writ are 
gathered more from the old painters than 
the annals of scril)es. It is because of this 
alternation of the mind between what is 

written and what is represented of history 
and heroes, saints and beauties, scenery 
and sound, that their influence and effects 
are so blended in the cultivated memory; 
and that poet, artist, and composer, so often 
weave a spell of coincident enchantment. 
The abstract facts of an event, the great 
deeds of a patriot, or the matchless wrongs 
of a victim, are first simply narrated; then 
elaborated and vitalized by the bard; 
whatsoever of their essential traits Can be 
expressed, in form, at last become em 
bodied in plastic art; then comes the 
painter with light and shade, atmosphere 
and perspective, tints and accessories; and 
anon the more emotional and intangible 
sentiment of the whole finds interpretation 
in music; how often Shakspeare, Michel 

Ang,elo, Raphael, and Mozart, coalesce in 
givinig expression to love, sorrow, alnd 
aspiration ! 

If art illustrates literature, to intelligibly 
discuss the latter -we must resort to the 

technical definitions of the former; there 
is a kind of writing for which the only 

appropriate term is arabesque; there are 

pains-taking, correct, but cold and unim 
passioned nuthors whose works are literary 
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cartoons; others whose bold, free, and 
effective rhetoric finds its truo similitude 
in colossal frescos; others again who con 

centrate into such fine issues a tasteful 
execution as to create a genuine Greuze in 
print; tragedies and comedies are wrought 
into marble and radiated fromn colors, or 
held in solution by music; and aspiration 
or awe are built up into temples conse 
crated to worship and repentance. The 
adventures of Don Quixote greet the 
stranger's eye before he sets foot in Spain, 
in tho designs wlicih ornament the cabin 
of the steamer which bears him to her 
slhores; whoso adequately feels the pathos 
of Beatrice Cenci's portrait, finds therein 
all the " torror and pity" embodied in 
Shelley's tragedy. "Paint me as I am," 
said Cromwell to the artist about to de 
lineate those rugged features; and tlhe 
proof of his portrait's authenticity is that, 
fresh from Carlylc's " Life and Letters of 
the Protector,"2 we turn to his " counterfeit 
presentment" and reverse the experience 
of the " gentlo lady wedded to the Moor," 

for we see Oliver's mind in his visage. 
Academics of literature and art have 

proved equally ineffective as nurseries of 
genius, and their annals show how, in each 
of tlhese spheres, arbitrary and exclusive 
prestige favor mediocrity. A race of dil 
letanti, who neglected the essential for 
the conventionail, grew up under the in 
fluence of the early Italian literary acade 

mies, and the history of the Royal Acade 
my in England has been rehearsed again 
and again in evidence of the tendency of 
corporate associations to scorn needy and 
independent genius in art, in favor of accom 
inodating devotees of precedent and power. 

In the domain of taste, as well as in 

liability to abuse, artists and authors have 
much in common. Amateurs of the one 
usually affect the other; Walpole, Rogers 
and Beckford, were as fond and proud of 
their rare editions as their choice originals 
in art; Lamb sometimes turned from a 
black-letter treasure to expatiate on his 
" beauty"-the nanmc his friends gave to 

a fine cngraving after Da V'inci. And 
wlhen it happens that a genuineo author has 
no special love of works of art, he none 
the less delights in the society of her vo 
taries; thus Sydney Smlith made light of 
old pictures, yet one of his most current 
jokes was a reply to Landseer's inivitation 
for a sitting; and Talfourd, indifferent as 
he wN,as to a picture-gallery, haunted the 

Louvre for the sake of hiis friend ILazlitt's 
appreciation thereof 

The abuses as well as the triumphs of 

art and literature, their progress and deca 

dence, their local traits, and the agencies 
which influence their development, are 
remarkably similar. The eras which have 
beheld memorable fecundity in one are 
celebrated for the prosperity of the other. 
Of old, books were produced slowly, and 
vitalized by gradual and earnest study, and 
then, also, pictures were the result of long, 
thoughtful, and devoted labor. With the 
increase of facilities both vocations have 
become more a trade and less an inspira 

tion; the fast and superficial artists, who 
enter half-educated upon their career, de 
generate into mannerists, and lose all high 
ambition, are countenanced by a class of 

sensation or comunonplace authors, whose 
achievements are casual or mercenary. 

Martineau speaks of certain men who " en 
deavor to atone by microscopic accuracy 
for imbecility in fundamental principles ;" 
and this description, applied to character, 
not less accurately indicates a class of 
painters who minutely finish details and 
are wholly deficient in expression, and a 
species of writers who waste on trifles the 
ingenuity which should be bestowed upon 
essential truth or important facts. The 

wvorks of genius, whether written, painted, 
or modelled, which take a firm hold upon 
our sympathies, are executed from a per 
sonal and almost uncontrollable impulse; 
some object or experience suggests them, 
and the artist or author feels irresislibly 
urged to undertake what so impresses his 
mind or haunts his fancy. It is not an 
effort of will, but of consciousness; he re 
plies, when asked why this special task 
engaged him, that he could not help as 
suming it; he must embody the conception, 
elaborate the idea, give expression to the 
sentiment; and it is because he does it 
con amore that he does it so well. The 

choicest tributes of the muse, the most 
graceful thoughts, tho most individual 
designs, arc thus born of spontaneous 
affinity; and tho more delicate their 

merits, the more original their char 
acter, the more certain is it that their ori 
gin was soulful, not wilful. Ilow can we 
trace the privaate love of bard and lininer, 
composer and historian, in their most ob 
jective creations, when aliv-e with reality! 

Lamb's quaint tenderness, Sydiney Smith's 
humor, as we cll as Vandyke's high breed 
ing, Raphael's gracious sentimjnt, and 

Angelo's brave cnmphasis,are idiosyncrasies, 
the effluence of their natures, and not a 
forced product of acquired knowledge. 

THE SPIRITUAL IN EXPRlESSION. 

% E QUINCEY, in his "Suspira De 
Profundis," speaks of " the night 

G) hon Ilerod's sword swept tho 
K-9 nurseries of Bethlehem of In 

nocents, and the little feet were 
stiffened forever, which, heard at 
times as they tottered along floors 

overhead, woke pulses of love in household 
hearts thtat were not vnmarked in Heaven.' 
Can anything be more exquisitely imagin 
ative than this ? In all our reading we 

have not chanced upon a finer expression. 
Yet, the " Opium Eater's" works are full 

of these fair creations. They stand uiponl 
every page, like windows, to give us 
glimpses of the immortal beauty, where 
such imagined forms have their divine 
realization. It is such minds as those of 
Shelley, Coleridge, Keats, De Quincey, that 
bring us nearest to the spiritual. Is it for 
this reason that these authors are not 
" popular ?" In practical life, the apparent 
virtues are those most cultivated. Society 
loves the world to know it is virtuous, it is 
benevolent, it is public-spirited, it is pa 
tronizing of all good works; but a man or 

woman who lives a very pure life, whose 
virtue and benevolence are in the heart, 
rather than on the tonguc, who has the 

truest appreciation of truth, and acts it out, 
is least heard of, least sought after, and, 
dying, least mourned over by the public 
and tho press. It is very evident that, as 
a people, we have not most affinity for the 
highest, noblest good: and, until we havo, 
we must expect such authors as are 

named above to be sought after less than 
those of less ethereal mentality. 

It is in our taste for art as in our taste 

for literature: those laborers of highliest 
ideality gain less popular favor than those 

who reproduce palpable and visual 
beauty. Our artists are, hence, running 
after what is objective and real, rather 
than venturing, into the regions of tho 
ideal and spiritual, drawing upon the per 
ceptive faculties rather than upon the 
emotions, for recognition. This is all well 
enough, if it does not degenerate into mero 
formality, if a taste for the real does not 
render us commonplace and material. 

While we should guard against a want of 
reality in our artistic expression, and 
should cultivate apparent beauty to a de 
grec which shall renider each person a 
critic, we must carefully avoid becoming 

materialistic in our sense of beauty and in 
our understanding of its constituents. 
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